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(utokyu ikki’s day thought “This is a great opportunity for foreign IT engineers in our
country”)
If DX (= digital transformation) is a key word for the New World trend in later Corona, I
think countries' future price ratings will change significantly. Now I can feel it in Corona, I
really felt it. In fact, in more precise terms, the source of "trouble" is the lack of momentum
in public government institutions such as emergencies such as Japan's government offices,
foundations, affiliated associations and parastatals. Almost all the necessities were "wedding
cake coming after marriage" that will not make sense, or when I read it in depth, it`s the black
joke for hurting their minds.
Makes ヒト Hito(=staff), モノ Mono (=products or services), カネ Kane(=money) + 時間
（じかん Jikan (=time or timing), the most recent.
And last newly additional item=Time(timing) is the most important and main
element(trigger) for getting staff, product, services, money alive and effective. Former
Japanese had noticed about this truth. But now, why-some, we are becoming "country that is
lacking" all over the world.
On the other hand, vasa versa, it is a huge business opportunity for IT engineer of coming
from oversea.
There are a lot of potential customers (lots, lots, lots, lots instead of "lots"). Almost like you
can be mowing on wet hands, this is the meaning that you can get without running race!!
Overseas IT Engineer! If you have the time, perfect situation for a side job in addition to
your regular job! (A high cost-performance for the customer) and under Corona and after
post-Corona crisis this is a "great opportunity" that is all in one place!
(Please also increase the Cost-Performance, You, Japanese IT engineers!
This is the last battle of survival that you can maximize your efforts and efficiencies while you
are alive and or it`ll be the last if you no survive.) As you can see, you would be fallen into the
position that they call "out of the best survival frame")

